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Through the geothermal power projects in the Philippines (a flash power generation project and a binary power 
generation project) and the recapitulation of past BOCM feasibility studies, etc., the study will establish the MRV 
methodology for geothermal power generation in the host country, assess the emissions reduction potential and 
economic effects enabled by the relevant technologies and research a financing scheme for the projects. 

“Feasibility Study on the Introduction of Geothermal Flash Power Generation and Binary Power  
  Generation in the Republic of the Philippines” 

  Proposed by ：Ernst & Young Sustainability 

Survey Items 

NEDO’s Feasibility Studies with the Aim of Developing a Bilateral Offset Credit Mechanism    Country: Philippines  Sector: Geothermal 

Survey in Summary 

Partner / Site 
① Business evaluation and research on a financing 

scheme and the investment climate related to the 
projects  

② Establishment of the MRV methodology for 
geothermal power projects in the host country 

③ Calculation of the emissions reduction potential and 
economic effects achieved through the projects       

○ Partner 

Department of Energy/ National Power Corporation  

Small Power Utilities Group (NPC-SPUG)  

○ Site 

-Flash power generation：Santo Tomas City, Batangas 

-Binary power generation：Palawan Islands(Possible sites) 

The introduction of geothermal power energy (Flash power generation and Binary power generation) will lead to a 
reduction in GHG emissions as well as co-benefits (e.g. a reduction in air pollutants) in the host country. Moreover, 
it will contribute to the realization of the host countries' policies such as electrification work on isolated islands. 
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Emissions amount per unit of generation  

Estimated Reduction amount 
Reduction amount；83,000 tCO2/y （Flash Power Generation 20 MW）、
10,000～40,000 tCO2/y-CO2（Binary Power Generation：2～10 MW） 

○ Grid-connected areas 
Although there are some 
differences between the grids, 
fossil fuel-based generation is  
common.   
○ Off-Grid areas 
Diesel-based generation is 
common.  

GHG emissions by geothermal power 
projects are as follows. The emissions 
amount per unit of geothermal power 
generation is extremely low compared to 
fossil fuel-based generation. 
・Emissions from fossil fuel combustion 
in the process of generation. 
・Emissions due to the release of non-
condensable gases (CH4, CO2) 

Reference scenario Emissions reductions through the project 

After the project 



Summary of Introduced Technology 

NEDO’s Feasibility Studies with the Aim of Developing a Bilateral Offset Credit Mechanism Country：Philippines Sector：Geothermal 

Flash Power Generation 

Binary Power Generation 

Generally, this is the geothermal power generation 

technology most commonly adopted worldwide. It 

generates electricity by extracting high-temperature steam 

and brine (200℃ or higher) from geothermal reservoirs 

deep underground (1000 －3000 meters), separating the 

steam and brine using a steam separator and delivering 

the steam to steam turbines that are rotated by the power 

of the steam to generate power. Brine separated using the 

separator and brine cooled in the cooling tower after 

passing through the turbine are returned underground 

using re-injection wells. 

Binary power generation is a power-generation method 

developed in order to put low-medium temperature (80-

200℃) deposits to use. In addition, while brine separated 

using steam separators in flash power generation usually 

is returned underground through re-injection wells, this 

brine can be used to generate power by installing binary 

cycle equipment. In binary power generation, the thermal 

energy of brine is used to generate electricity by 

generating high-pressure gas through transmitting it to a 

secondary media with a low boiling point,(e.g. ammonia, 

normal pentane) running the turbines using the steam that 

results.  
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Source：Data prepared by Fuji Electric Co., Ltd. 
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